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exhibition view
Juliana Lindenhofer, Noële Ody and a text by Nora Schultz
die sichere Bank brauchst du nicht
GOMO Art Space, Vienna

objects on the wall by Juliana Lindenhofer

Nichts
2021
PVC, steel, paint, rubber seal, string, ricepaper
X says something Y doesn‘t hear properly and is asking: what did you say? X is answering: nothing.
Nothing is a big fragil thing that keeps hanging there.

halbangenehm
2021
foam, steel, drawing ink, ricepaper
halbangenehm means literally halfcomfortable.
In viennese dialect it is used for a penis becoming not
properly hard. Someone told me.

credits: Sophie Pölzl

We asked Nora Schultz to write a text for die sichere Bank brauchst
du nicht. Since we did not know what we would exhibit in advance, we
send her our portfolios and some music mixes from Juliana and me
- which is what we have in common and was decisive for me inviting
Juliana to exhibit with me, we both dj. Nora wrote this text not only for
our show but also for a edition she just made at Kölnischer Kunstverein.
The text existed before the works and generated kind of a feedback
effect.
I build the two objects at gomo with material from older sculptures and
ricepaper. Ricepaper is an very fast material but has a strong shrinking
effect when drying and then becomes super fragil. The objects cannot
be transported so they have to be rebuild each time.
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exhibition view
Rainer Grilberger and Noële Ody
Steffi Graf
EFFES 42, Linz

in collaboration with Rainer Grilberger
Steffi Graf
2021
glazed ceramic, steel
On the opening Pamelia Stickney played live theremin.

For the exhibition Steffi Graf we installed a net under the ceiling of the
the entire room. The net consists of hollow glazed ceramic tubes,
similar to a shaped metal tubes, which are connected by crosses, also
glazed ceramic. Threaded on wire rope, the net is stretched over T-steel
beams. On the floor lies a rusty object consisting of two sheet elements
that try to form a ball, like a tennis ball. The object lay on the bottom of
the Pleschinger Weiher near Linz for about one year, where it sank
during an attempt to let it swim. When we started working on the
exhibition, we had it salvaged by divers.

credits: Laurien Bachmann
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exhibition view
Noële Ody and Toni Schmale
streichelzoo
Stadtgalerie Zwergelgarten, Salzburg

bum bum
2019
steel, plastic, wheels
The object has a hinge on the wallside. The wheeled part on
the floor can be moved through the space in a circle untill it
hits the wall on each side with a noise. bum bum.

Black object in foreground and white object in background:
vagina dentata by Toni Schmale

slow as a slug - hold my drink
2020
steel, varnish, aluminum tube

credits: Christian Ecker
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exhibition view
v.a.
STATION... sich sehen sehen
Schubertring 14, Vienna

Sculptural intervention and exhibition
in the bus station in front of Schubertring 14
Initiated by Steffi Alte and Simone Bader,
sponsored by KÖR Kunst im öffentlichen Raum
Wien, in cooperation with Wiener Linien.
Participating artists:
Steffi Alte, Simone Bader, Cäcilia Brown, Rainer
Egger, Yasmina Haddad, Bartholomäus Kinner,
Saskia te Nicklin, Noële Ody, Abiona Esther Ojo,
Samuel Seger

your ass like butter on toast
2020
steel, varnish, oilpaint (painted by Julia Goodman)

nicht die kurve kriegen
2020
steel, styrodur, polymer plaster, glass fiber, pigments

The potential sprouting power of the beans inside the pod
is the capital on which we rest and wait and ask ourselves:
Did i forget to eat breakfast?

credits: Julia Hohenwarter / Martin Martinsen / Noële Ody

The original design also included two objects on the roof, but they could not be realized due to the calculated wind load.
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exhibition view
v.a.
Spezialschule für Bildhauerei
xhibit, Vienna

Queen of Cups
2019
glazed ceramic
The ceramics can be used as cups. Only in paires.
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exhibition view
Andrea Lüth, Noële Ody, Elisabeth Windisch
Poster Teepot Discofuchs
Bruch und Dallas, Köln

Nicht-Odyseen
2019
wearable object made of a former trash can

Jalousie (how to overcome)
2018
steel, partly galvanized, strings

Jalousie (split)
2018
aluminium, partly anodized, string, steel

The object was attached to the hinge of the doorframe.
The wheeled part on the floor could be moved in from one
wall to the other hitting each wall with a noise. bum bum.

credits: Maartin Plüddemann

bum bum
2019
steel, plastic, wheels
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exhibition view
Noële Ody
Monobrauengrauen
artist statement, Parallel 2018, Vienna

Monobrauengrauen
As a child, I was very afraid of being kidnapped. Especially since my
parents certainly didn‘t have enough money to pay the kidnappers. But
the kidnappers would give me one last chance to get free by answering
a question. They would ask something quite absurd and in their arrogance they would be sure no one would know the answer. I prepared
myself by counting daily the number of hooks connecting each sheet of
toilet paper.
A friend told me that she too had this fear of being kidnapped. I don‘t
remember all the details now, but what I remember is that she has a
strong eyebrow growth and of course she went into this abduction unprepared, so she could hardly take care of her eyebrows during that
time. And so her big concern was that on the day of the release she
would be filmed and photographed with her eyebrows grown into a
mono-brow.

Monobraue (zerstückelt)
2017
painted handrail

Rampe (Wo ist Georg Petermichl?)
2015
steel, varnish, secondary grit

credits: Matthias Bildstein

Adapter
2018
steel
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exhibition view
Cäcilia Brown, Noële Ody and Maruša Sagadin
Susi klebt sich in die Ecke und schreibt Biedermeier an die Wand (die Bar, die Jalousie, die Bank und die Grabennymphe)
Foyer at Belvedere 21, Vienna

We were ask to build sculptural elements for the foyer at
Belvedere 21 to host the Public Program 2018 Gemeinsame
Wagnisse (curated by Severin Dünser and Luisa Ziaja).
The object in the center can be used as a bench but also be
a stage. In the backgroud is a movable bar-object. The jalousies seperate the space from the huge open foyer.

credits: Johannes Stoll / eSel / Maruša Sagadin
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exhibition view
v.a.
showerthoughts
PFERD, Wien

The painted handrail was part of the exhibition showerthoughts at PFERD, which was spreaded throughout the whole
building. Contrary to what we expected the handrail had to
be returned to its original state after the exhibition ended
and was therefore replaced by a new one. Of course we had
to pay for the new handrail. But I could keep the painted
handrail cut into three pieces.

credis: Matthias Bildstein

Monobraue
2017
painted handrail
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exhibition view
Cäcilia Brown, Gabriele Edelbauer, Noële Ody, Eva Seiler
Die Müdigkeit II
Pina, Vienna

Finger Lickin‘ Good
2017
carbon paper (brand: horse), steel, varnish, nail polish, trunk cover,
AUVA info brochure, Japanese rice spoon, photoprint

credits: pina

I found the two ladies on the fassade of the parliaments building in Vienna. On this picture I changed their attitude a bit.
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exhibition view
v.a.
Wir können alle noch umfallen
In der Kubatur des Kabinetts, Fluc, Vienna

sharing is caring
2017
champagne box, concrete, steel, golden leather, brake lever
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exhibition view
Helmut Heiss, Katharina Höglinger, Thea Möller, Noële Ody
Bones Can Fool People
Kluckyland, Vienna

credits: Helmut Heiss

Vogelbad
2016
concrete, painted aluminum colander, galvanized steel (from a
former sculpture d_or)
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exhibition view
v.a.
MISSION W
Wiener Wald, Vienna

Metal and fabric / Two conversations
			(Noële as fabric)
Am I beautiful?
Yes
Am I tall?
Yes
Great! Am I wearable?
Yes
Am I a piece of clothing
Yes
Are you wearing me?
Yes
Am I heavy?
No

Barbara Kapusta

Noële Ody

Oh!
2015
printed silk

d_or
2015
galvanized steel

Oh! and d_or are two objects that are symbiotic to each other.

			(Barbara as metal)
Am I tall?
Yes
Am I heavy?
Well, compared to me I am.
Am I mobile?
Theoretically you are mobile, because
somehow you came here and you have
to leave again. So temporarily you are
mobile.
Am I useful?
Generally speaking, any object is useful,
it could be. It depends on the moment.
So yes, you are temporarily useful.
Have I been used?
Yes
Was I made, that is, made with hands?
Yes
Am I shiny?
No, you are not shiny.

		
			(Noële as fabric)
Am I flowing?
Yes
Am I made by animals?
Yes
Am I made of silk?
Yes
Are we alike?
I think so. In a way. We are similar
things.
We resemble each other because we
have the same function. We are both
made for similar purposes and we have
similar value. If you don‘t tie value to
money. Ideal value.
Yes, that‘s true. But if I stayed here,
would I dissolve?
So faster than you?
Yes. But remnants of me would remain.
Parts of me are materially similar to you
and do not dissolve so quickly.
Does anyone own me?
No
-Stop. Change of roles			(Barbara as fabric)
Am I organic?
Yes
Am I handmade?
Yes
Am I pleasant?
Yes.
Am I digital?
No

			(Noële as metal)
Do I have a clear shape?
Yes
Do I have a line?
Yes
Can you see me?
I see different things.
Am I a straw?
No
			(Barbara as fabric)
Am I text?
Yes
Am I several?
You are one. And at the same time a part
of several equal objects. You are one, but
you could speak of you as many.
Am I, are we made for you?
Yes, and no. Maybe I am made for you.
Maybe we are made for each other?
Yes.
Do we form a symbiosis?
Yes, But in the end, it would be nice if I
wasn‘t made just for you. Just like you‘re
not just made for me. Because only one
of you is made for me. The rest doesn‘t
know yet what it is made for.
			
			(Noele as metal)
Am I a door?
No.
Too bad.
			(Barbara as fabric)
Am I made for a body?
Yes.
For a human body?
Also.
Am I a ring? I would like to be one.
Then so are you. But then I may also be
a door.
			(Noële as metal)
Am I biological?

I do not know. Where do you come from?
			
(Noële as metal)
Am I a stranger here?
Yes but it doesn‘t matter and yes, for
some.
Am I at home here?
No.
			
(Barbara as fabric)
Am I a stranger here?
Yes, we are both strangers here.
Is there a place where we are no
strangers?
Because you‘re organic, maybe you‘re
not completely foreign.
You are not either. Deep inside, you are
also organic. We both exist in a state before being processed.
			(Noële as metal)
Am I human?
No.
			(Barbara as fabric)
Am I human?
More human than I am.
What does human mean now. I am no
human being?
No, you‘re no human being, but perhaps
closer to one than I am.
			(Noële as metal)
What are we actually doing here?
We are objects, we are an object. We
are perhaps a hypothesis. People wonder
about us.
Do we have a name?
Maybe our forms are names? Or maybe
we refer to something.
Are you comfortable here?
Yes, I‘m near you. I like that.
Good. I have been invited to come here,
after all.

Rather not. It depends on how you are
treated.
			(Barbara as fabric)
Am I biological?
Text: Barbara Kapusta/Noële Ody
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exhibition view
Noële Ody
thunderdolphin
Ve.sch, Vienna

the last unicorn
2012
various materials

the last unicorn was created in 2012 during a residency in Prague. At the
opening in Prague and at Ve.sch the ice cream parlor was in use for one
evening each.
It has geometric form with a round hole in the lid. It looks like a counter.
The counter is a bit too high or one is too small. With an inverted plastic
ice cream cone as a hat, I sell ice cream. Maybe it‘s a performance. The
recipes, ice cream and waffle cones are homemade.

Rampe (Wo ist Georg Petermichl?)
2015
steel, varnish, secondary grit

credits: Martin Vesely / Noële Ody

in collaboration with Cäcilia Brown
bar
2012
steel, billiard balls, wood, acrylic glass, floor leveling compound

exhibition view
v.a.
underskirting upskirting outskirting offskirting overtrousering
Austrian Studio House in Machiya, Tokio

in collaboration with Cäcilia Brown
dübelwand
2015
plaster, dowels

The object dübelwand uses the rails of the room-dividing sliding doors in the studio
house in Tokyo, Arakawa-ku, and was created during our studio fellowship in Tokyo.
It remained there as part of the house.

credits: Cäcilia Brown / Noële Ody
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exhibition view
Gabriele Edelbauer and Noële Ody
[gabiː‘ ʊnt odiː‘ fyːɐ̯ siː‘]
Galerie 5020, Salzburg

Kippleiter (Marlene Dietrichs Greifarm)
2014
steel, varnish, wheels

Müsliriegel
2014
steel, varnish, concrete, dragée eggs (inside the concrete),
all inclusive (papersheet inside the concrete), broken
watermelon ceramic (Gabriele Edlbauer)

The bench object Müsliriegel is display for two small objects, an apple-shaped ceramic
by Tonio Kröner and a concrete bubble tea by Michèle Pagel. The airbrushed metal piece by Gabriele Edlbauer is attached to a steel bow to lean on which can be taken off.
The exhibition included various collaborative elements.

Michèle Pagel
Bubble Tea

Tonio Kröner
ohne Titel

credits: Gabriele Edelbauer / Noële Ody

Gabriele Edlbauer
tropical treatment
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exhibition view
Noële Ody
Embrace The Shit
21er Raum, Belvedere 21, Vienna

Embrace the Shit
2014
steel, lacquer, plaster
handrail with a hand object at each end
corretto al banco
2013
wood, hot-dip galvanized steel
three benches created as a commissioned work for the restaurant Victus+Mili
Book of Bills
2014
Magazine
contains all the material bills and notes related to the exhibition
Fun4U
2014
beverage dispenser, ceramic hands, lenticular image

credits: Marie Dundrak / Noële Ody
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exhibition view
v.a.
Grundfrage
CRAC Alsace, Altkirch
The opening of the exhibition Grundfrage started at 11 a.m. on a
sunday. I placed a bar in the huge room, covered the windows on one
side with a curtain made of carbon paper, played loud electronic music
and there was vodka to drink. The small sculpture swag reminds on a
left over party guest from the night before.

Afterhour
2013
carbon paper, bar, vodka, music
swag
2013
steel, carbon paper, plastic bag

*

Noële Ody

I was born in Starnberg, Germany, 1982.
I studied with Manfred Pernice and Heimo Zobernig, from 2005 to
2012 when I did my diploma at the Academy of Fine Arts, Vienna.
Since 2017 I give a lecture in the Sculpture and Transmedial Space
department at Kunstuniversität, Linz.
I am living in Vienna.

2021
die sichere Bank brauchst du nicht GOMO Art Space, Vienna // Steffi Graf EFFES 42, Linz

Startpoint prize, 2012
Residency in Prague, 2013
Studio stipend in Tokyo, 2014/15
Purchase by BKA, 2018
State scholarship for fine arts, 2019

2019
Gift Shop Bruch&Dallas, Cologne // Sägezahn#15 Schauspielhaus, Vienna //
Spezialschule für Bildhauerei xhibit, Vienna // Poster Teepot Discofuchs
Bruch&Dallas, Cologne // Metafictions Atelierhaus Salzamt, Linz

Co-Teacher at the International Summeracademy, Salzburg, with
Manfred Pernice, 2012
Nora Schultz, 2015 and 2016
Ei Arakawa and Christian Naujoks, 2018
Ei Arakawa and Sarah Chow, 2019
Teacher together with Toni Schmale at the International
Summeracademy, Salzburg, 2020

contact: noeele@gmx.de

2020
ohne Hand und Fuß Stiege 13, Vienna // streichelzoo Stadtgalerie Zwergelgarten, Salzburg // STATION...sich sehen sehen Sculptural intervention and exhibition in the bus station in front of Schubertring 14, Vienna

2018
Monobrauengrauen Artist Statement, Parallel 2018, Vienna // Shiftings Point(s)
Periscope, Salzburg // Susi klebt sich in die Ecke und schreibt Biedermeier an
die Wand (die Bar, die Jalousie, die Bank und die Grabennymphe) Foyer at Belvedere 21, Vienna // Unklarheit ist die neue Gewissheit, Unentschiedenheit das
neue Urteil Spike Berlin, Berlin
2017
showerthoughts PFERD, Vienna // Die Müdigkeit II Pina, Vienna // Wir können
alle noch umfallen In der Kubatur des Kabinetts, Fluc, Vienna
2016
AWAY exhibition - Stories from abroad former k.u.k. Post and Telegraph Office,
Vienna // Ziesel oder Ich hab auch Gefühle Exhibition series in the Schulhofpassage, Vienna // Akte A-Z Periscope, Salzburg // Bones Can Fool People Kluckyland, Vienna // Pain Point Schicht Luckman Gallery, Los Angeles
2015
MISSION W Wiener Wald, Vienna // thunderdolphin Ve.sch, Vienna // underskirting upskirting outskirting offskirting overtrousering Austrian Studio House in
Machiya, Tokyo
2014
the gathering Bar du Bois, Vienna // <dienstag abend> at EXPO Chicago 2014,
Chicago // [gabiː‘ ʊnt odiː‘ fyːɐ̯ siː‘] Galerie 5020, Salzburg // Embrace The Shit
21er Raum, Belvedere 21, Vienna
2013
»Wo warst du, wohin gehst du?« Club U, Vienna // „Ich dachte mein Mund und
dein Penis könnten gute Freunde sein.“ with Nora Rekade, Bar du Bois, Vienna // pcnc_bay IV : Verdecktes Vögeleis Danube Island, Vienna // started Divus, Prager Kabarett, Prague // Bussi Baba Elephant Art Space, Los Angeles //
Grundfrage CRAC Alsace, Altkirch

